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Introduction 

• The EEF is an independent charity dedicated to 
breaking the link between family income and 
educational achievement. 

• We were founded in 2011 by two ‘parent charities’ 
the Sutton Trust and Impetus, and are funded by 
a Department for Education grant of £125m. 
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Teaching and Learning Toolkit 

• The Toolkit is an accessible, teacher-friendly summary of 

educational research. 

• Practice focused: tries to 

give schools the 

information they need to 

make informed decisions 

and narrow the gap. 

 

• Based on meta-analyses 

conducted by Durham 

University. 



Overview table 



Example: Approach summary 
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Successes 

• Reception for the Toolkit from schools has been 

very positive. We have spoken to 1 in 7 head 

teachers and website has received c.15,000 

unique hits since re-launch (25.01.13). 

• We are recommended by Government, Ofsted 

and a number of teaching unions. 

• Starting to see signs of use by schools, 

particularly with reference to the Pupil Premium 

(though more measurement is needed). 



Challenges: External 

 

What external factors 

influences school 

decision making? 

Inspections Governors + Parents 
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Schools respond to multiple levers, all of which may or may not value evidence. 

Schools will not change behaviour just because evidence suggests that they should, or 

adopt a programme because it is “proven”.  Some levers are powerful, but risk fidelity. 

From Campbell 

and Levin 

(2012), Nutley 

(2012) and 

seminar 

workshops 



Challenges: Internal 

Internal challenges: 
Lack of time, skills and  

resources; professional identity 

doesn’t include evidence;  

no trust of research;  

culture of not taking risks 

In addition to external drivers of change (“push factors”), there are a number of internal drivers 

and barriers (“pull factors”) which affect the extent to which evidence in used by schools. These 

factors may be do with capacity to change (e.g. lack of time, skills) or be cultural. 

From Campbell 

and Levin 

(2012), Nutley 

(2012) and 

seminar 

workshops 


